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Dunwoody restaurant to help feed hungry this Saturday
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Your Pie franchisee Lisa Maclellan will be celebrating the Dunwoody restaurant’s first
anniversary by giving food to a local organization that aims to help the hungry in Dunwoody and
Sandy Springs.
“This Saturday, for every gyro pie sold, we'll donate one pizza to feed hungry local families,” said
Maclellan. “We've set a goal to sell 365 gyro so we can donate one pizza for every day we've
been open.”
The donated pizzas will go to the Community Assistance Center, an organization whose goal to
prevent hunger in Sandy Springs and Dunwoody.
“Food donations to the center go directly to those in need right here in our community and allows
the food pantry to provide for an average of 1,200 visits a month,” Maclellan said. “In 2015, the
center gave out more than 500,000 pounds of food valued at about $1 million. Thanks to
donations from individuals, businesses, congregations, schools and civic organizations about
500 families a month receive food assistance.”
She said she expects the restaurant to meet their goal of donating 365 pizzas because the
Dunwoody community has been “very open and receptive” since opening last year.
Your Pie Perimeter is located at 123 Perimeter Center West, Suite 200 in Dunwoody.
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forum for the community to voice opinions. All comments are subject to moderator
approval before being made visible on the website but are not edited. The use of profanity,
obscene and vulgar language, hate speech, and racial slurs is strictly prohibited.
Advertisements, promotions, spam, and links to outside websites will also be rejected.
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